Brief Report about CAPSA Event in Rio

Introduction
We would like to thank the Sponsoring Committee for all the help provided and to
everyone who sponsor the CAPSA funds, which allowed this event to take place in
Rio de Janeiro. We are especially grateful with Dr Franco Borgogno, who
presented two conferences and transmitted very rich clinical experiences.
Lecturer:
Dr Franco Borgogno, PhD in Philosophy and Psychology, member and supervisor
of the Italian Psychoanalytic Society and member of the American Psychoanalytic
Association hosted this event. Dr Franco Borgogno was Scientific Secretary and
President of the Turin Centre of Psychoanalysis and Secretary of the Training
Institute of Milan Professor of clinical psychology and founder of the Doctoral
School in clinics and Interpersonal Relations of psychology and the school of
specialization in clinical psychology at the University of Turin. Chair of Committee
on Psychoanalysis and University of the International Psychoanalytic Association
(IPA). He also was one of the founders of the International Sándor Ferenczi
Foundation and current President of the Italian Sándor Ferenczi Association.
Borgogno is Editor of the international forum of Psychoanalysis, Corresponding
Editor of American Imago, and member of the Editorial Board of The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis". He is the author of numerous articles on
psychoanalytic books and magazines, and some books, among them "I illusione di
osservare" [The illusion of watching] (Giappichelli, 1978).

Date:
2nd to 4th of June 2016.
Schedule:
Day 02 of June/Thursday
09:00 pm - 11:00 pm > Franco Borgogno Conference:

"Come from away" and "become temporarily patient without knowing": two
conditions inherent to the psychoanalytic work according to Ferenczi.
Day 03 of June/Friday
10:00 am - 12:00 pm > Franco Borgogno clinical discussion and of clinical material
presented by Maria Elisa Alvarenga (member of SBPRJ);
14:00 pm - 16:00 pm > Franco Borgogno Conference: On the patient's becoming

an individual: The importance of the analyst's personal response to a deprived
patient and her dreams.
Day 04 of June/Saturday
10:00 am -12:00 pm > presentation of five papers of students on the course “The
Clinical Diary of Sándor Ferenczi”, coordinated by Jane Kezem.
Presenters: Isabel Pessoa, Maria Fernanda Borges, Maria Noel Sertã, Roberto
Franco and Gisela Gorrese, candidates in training seminars.
Comments of Franco Borgogno.
Aimed at: SBPRJ members and candidates in training, psychologists and
psychoanalysts close to our institutions, graduated students.
Advertising
Posters, banners and an electronic flyer were designed for the advertising of the
activities. They were distributed in Universities and health institutions. The banner
and the electronic flyer were distributed among social media, SBPRJ website and
Facebook account. The publicit was done by the Scientific Department under the

direction of Wania M. C.F. Cidade (Director of Scientific SBPRJ) and the press
advisor contracted by SBPRJ and achieved the expected result. As a consequence
of the event, we had several publications in blogs, websites and Facebooks of
other institutions. Registrations were well above expectations and reached the limit
of places available for the event, generating a waiting list.
Program reception
The program of activities had a positive reception that was evidenced in the
number of people who attended them and mainly in the rich exchange that took
place between Dr Franco Borgogno and participants. Registrations were well
above expectations and reached the limit of places available for the event,
generating a waiting list. We had a significant audience counting with
psychoanalysts of several psychoanalytic societies of Rio de Janeiro, students of
mental health not from our institution and students of the institute SBPRJ. The
program was received positively and emphasized the opportunity to better know
the history of the psychoanalytic movement and the revolutionary and current
thinking of Sandor Ferenczi.
Impact and consequences for our institution and community
We believe this was an important and enriching experience for the whole members
of SBPRJ and also to involve the educational community and those devoted to
mental health. It was evident the increasing interest in the work of Ferenczi and a
demand for a course that studies the mentioned author. The candidates showed a
lot of enthusiasm about being able to discuss their ideas formulated from reading
Ferenczi's Clinic Journal. This model of discussion (presentation of students's
papers to an external member of another nationality), unprecedented in our
institution, seemed to be extremely profitable and generated an intense and rich
debate among those present.
Recommendations for other societies based on our experience

The activities with Franco Borgogno really brought many benefits both individually
and institutionally as well.
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